Journeys around Britain
CLASS 2 SPRING (1) 2019

ENGLISH
Units of work planned independent of the project using Devon’s teaching sequences for writing.
These units to include work on grammar and punctuation.
Years 5 and 6 – Poetry: The Lost Words by Robert MacFarlane and Jackie Norris.
Fiction: Weslandia by Paul Fleischman.
Years 3 and 4 – Non-fiction: A Walk in London by Salvatore Rubbino.
Reading and handwriting is taught outside of the project. Spelling is taught following Devon’s
spelling programme.
MATHEMATICS
Units of work from Devon’s guidance on: - number sense, additive reasoning, multiplicative
reasoning and geometric reasoning.
SCIENCE
A unit of work on Forces and Magnets to include what are forces, how things move on different
surfaces, what is gravity, the effects of air and water resistance and friction, that some
mechanisms allow a smaller force to have a greater effect, how and what magnets attract and
repel, identifying magnetic materials and predictions of a magnets reaction to different poles.

Journeys around Britain
GEOGRAPHY
A unit of work focussing on locational knowledge to include the counties and cities of the United
Kingdom, geographical regions and their identifying human and physical characteristics of
Britain, key topographical features and land-use patterns, how some of these aspects have
changed over time, grid references, compass points and map symbols and keys.

ART and DESIGN
Making papier-mache pots and decorating with a journey of the children’s choice using
Aboriginal designs.
I.C.T
Years 3, 4, 5 and 6- Computer Networks A unit of work focussing on understanding the physical
hardware connections necessary for computer networks to work, some diagnostic tools for
investigating network connections, developing an understanding of how domain names are
converted to IP addresses and that some elements of how search engines select and rank
results.
P.E
Two lessons a week- gymnastics and invasion games through tag rugby.
R.E
Worship, Pilgrimage and sacred places- Why are some journeys and places special? Christianity
and Hinduism.
P.S.H.E
Going for Goals.
MUSIC
Recorders
FRENCH
KS2- Children will continue to learn greetings, colours, numbers (1-20), animal names and simple
sentences and commands.

